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Innovation is political



“Economic growth has not only a rate 
but also a direction”

Mariana Mazzucato



Costs of solar PV 
falling by 28.5% 
for every 
doubling of 
production, in 
every two to 
three years

Driven by public 
investments

Source: John Mathews



Each technological revolution relies on unique mix 
of innovation policies and institutional innovations



First The Industrial Revolution Arkwright’s mill opens in 
Cromford

1771 Britain (diffusion through procurement, 
war economy)

Second Age of Steam and Railways Test of the Rocket
steam engine for the 
Liverpool–Manchester railway

1829 Britain
(spreading to Europe and USA) (diffusion 
through procurement, standards, 
engineering education)

Third Age of Steel, Electricity and 
Heavy Engineering

The Carnegie Bessemer steel plant 
opens in Pittsburgh, PA

1875 USA and Germany forging ahead and 
overtaking Britain (investment into unis, 
applied sciences, public long term 
finance, diffusion through standards, 
procurement)

Fourth Age of Oil, the Automobile 
and Mass Production

First Model-T comes out of the 
Ford plant in Detroit, MI

1908 USA (with Germany at first vying for 
world leadership), later spreading to 
Europe (diffusion in post-WWII golden 
age)

Fifth Age of Information and 
Telecommunications

The Intel microprocessor is 
announced in Santa Clara, CA

1971 USA (spreading to Europe
and Asia) (mission-oriented investments 
and space race) and now: new policy 
mixes? Innovation policy 5.0



Innovation policy 5.0



From “growth paradigm” to …?

❏ Economic growth is not enough: 

quantity -> quality of growth

❏ Void between macro-economic 

stability and other policies (such 

as employment, STI, etc)



Emergence of 
universal 
challenges and …  
demand for 
“Smart green fair 
growth” 
(Carlota Perez)

❏ Inequality

❏ Climate emergency

❏ Digital capitalism



The world is converging toward higher inequality

Source: Frederick Solt



Global carbon footprint yet to reach peak



The great climate migration has begun

Source: New York Times



Digital feudalism?



Innovation policy 5.0 as 
problem-solving policy



How do we translate SDGs in concrete 
policies?



Mission-oriented policies
Mission 1: “Ensure that 
every student in Sweden 
eats healthy, sustainable 
and tasty food”

Mission 2: “Ensure that 
every street in Sweden is 
healthy, sustainable and 
vibrant”

Vinnova, Sweden



Mission-oriented finance
Germany’s KfW’s domestic total and investments in environmental and climate protection (in € bn).

Source: KfW’s Geschäftsberichte (up to 2014) and Förderreporte (from 2015).



Mission-oriented demand 
(regulations, procurement)



Public value oriented digital infrastructure



Innovation policy 5.0 as 
institutional innovations



Investment in long-term capacities



Dynamic capabilities

Source: OECD OPSI



New policy frameworks



New civil service: experts, teams, 
communities of practice



New methods: movements, experiments

Hilary Cottam, Radical Help



Key takeaways



Innovation policy 5.0
❏ Innovation in 2010s is about ‘greening’ of production, consumption 

and behaviour
❏ Digital logic of the economy and society at the core of the ‘greening’
❏ Policies should aim to solve specific cross-sectoral problems
❏ Policy frameworks should be about market shaping for human 

capabilities and good life
❏ Build long-term capacities (resilience) and dynamic capabilities to 

shape market
❏ New methods beyond cost-benefit and short-term efficiency 

measurements
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